Executive summary
Lifelong learners

They work hard for the money

Some will tell you that university is the fastest road to the
top because it teaches you to be a critical thinker. Others
say that college is a more practical course because of the
skills you acquire. Still others say that education is
secondary to having the right entrepreneurial attitude.
Looking at this year’s Top 50 CEOs, it looks like all roads
can lead to the top – provided you never stop learning.

Entrepreneurs can be found at both extremes of the CEO
compensation spectrum, making less than $100,000
annually or exceeding $1.5 million. Corporate CEOs who are
not the founders of the organization(s) they lead, however,
don’t dip below the $100,000 mark. The lesson? Being an
entrepreneur is risky business, but with great risk can come
great rewards.
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Knowledge is power
Settle down/
move up
Apparently, a stable home life is the secret
to professional success – preferably with
2.3 children. For the 16th consecutive
year, the overwhelming majority of Top
50 CEOs are in the family way.

Coming of age
More than half (58 per cent) of this year’s
Top 50 CEOs are under 50 years of age, and
26 per cent are under 45. Which means
that a significant number of them have at
least another 20 years of leadership
excellence ahead of them.
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Top 50 CEO, Ron Lovett
(Source Security)
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Incidentally, this is his fifth time being named to the Top 50, making this his Hall of
Fame induction year. (Seriously, Ron, could you possibly set the bar any higher?)
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Top 50 CEOs are avowed news junkies – with good reason.
Competitive intelligence keeps them on top of their game
and ahead of the competition.

Most trusted source of news/information:
21% State-owned media (CBC, BBC)
17% National newspaper (Globe & Mail, National Post)
15% Periodicals (The Economist, Maclean’s, Time, Atlantic
Business Magazine)
10% Word of mouth (colleague/industry specalist)
10% Local newspaper (The Telegram, Chronicle Herald)
9% Industry-specific research
6% Local radio stations (VOCM)
5% Commercial networks (NTV, CTV, Fox News, CNN)
4% Online news feed
3% Internet searches

